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BY YIN LOON

by Nina Gan

Under
Pressure

Brand

EXPORTING OUR
NATION’S EXPERTISE

Singapore

“Brand Singapore” may sound like just another slogan, but the nation’s success in transforming
from a Third World to a First World country within 50 years has given Singapore an enviable
position in the world. So much so that the Singapore model is one that many countries emulate or
adopt in order to achieve their own successes. Here are some examples of how “Brand Singapore”
has an unexpected foothold in many countries around the world.

Mental health in Singapore schools
Going to a good school and achieving good grades are typical goals for Singaporean students, and one that – at least in
the eyes of the masses – is supposed to guarantee a certain success later in life. But what many don’t see is the toll it
can take on young, formative minds. A thread on Quora titled “What is Singapore’s biggest ﬂaw in your opinion?”
garnered a number of replies from students of elite schools that highlight the adverse mental effects from this constant
pursuit of perfection.

Fear of failure

The stigma of
mental illness

Singapore may sit at the top of the world in
terms of academic achievements, but what lies
beneath this shiny veneer is the struggle it
takes to get there.

Common remarks like “I never heard of
depression when I was younger” or “mental
illness is fake, it’s all in the mind” are often
thrown around by those in authority, hinting
that mental illness is an excuse for being lazy or
weak.

Quora user Teo Zi En describes the toxic
competitiveness that is rampant among
students in elite schools, in addition to
pressure from the school and parents to
do well in exams. In such an environment,
“failure is unheard of” and that “B’s are not
well received either”. That Singapore is
obsessed with grades is not a secret. Joshua
Jones describes in the thread how he was
rejected by all 4 universities he applied to
simply for having a bad score in his
A-Levels despite the fact that he thrived
in the Air Force and even got a
sponsorship from the SAF.
Having perfect scores is not
enough at some elite schools.
Jonathan Tang, a student at
Rafﬂes Institution, stated
that “teachers would drill
into students’ heads that
students must be
perfect, mature, and intelligent, but never care
when students crash due to overwork.”
According to a survey he did, more than half his
class only slept about 4 hours a day due to
homework and other commitments.

The dark side of success
Ilya Lee, also in an elite school, shared that it’s
not uncommon to ﬁnd Singaporean students
struggling with clinical depression, anxiety, self
harm, and suicidal thoughts as a result of school
stress. She herself was recently admitted to
IMH’s child psychiatric ward for suicidal
attempts and a history of depressive episodes
due to the stress of keeping up with studies and
other things.
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Students with mental illnesses are also most
likely stigmatised, which makes some too
scared to talk about it.
Despite the fact that Singapore’s healthcare
system is stellar, it falls behind when it
comes to treating mental health. The
Institute of Mental Health’s (IMH)
Child Guidance Clinics sees about
2,400 new cases of patients,
mostly teens from top
schools, seeking treatment
every year between
2012 and 2017.
However, it’s not easy to
seek psychiatric help in
Singapore.

It didn’t help that her brother killed himself a
few years ago, partly due to pressure to perform
well. During her time in the ward, she met at
least 4 students from top secondary schools and
JCs who either attempted suicide or seriously
self harmed as a result of school stress. Zi En has
also witnessed students threatening suicide,
while Jonathan has a friend with a self-harm
issue.
These students attend elite schools and are from
upper middle class families, and a common
thread is that none of their families took their
mental health seriously.

The Health Ministry revealed that there are
around 4.4 psychiatrists and 8.3 psychologists
per 100,000 people here. Across public
hospitals, the median waiting time for a new
appointment for subsidised consultation is
27-28 days. NMP Anthea Ong highlighted in a
recent survey that many respondents indicated
"grave dissatisfaction" with the quality of public
mental healthcare – mainly due to a lack of
empathy from professionals simply because
they were overworked.
So what can overstressed students do? The ﬁrst
step is to recognise and voice it – many schools
have implemented a peer support system to
motivate students to look out for and encourage
one another to seek help.

Changi Airport overseas
Our multiple-award-winning Changi Airport has
been the envy of airports around the world for a
while now, but many still don’t know that Changi
Airport International (CAI) which manages
Changi Airport also operates some airports
around the world.
CAI’s airport management expertise – with
services ranging from airport design to trafﬁc
forecasts and more – have been commissioned
by airports around the world, from Saudi Arabia
and China to Rome and Rwanda. In addition, CAI
has also invested in and manages airports in
Brazil (Tom Jobim International Airport) and
Russia (Sochi, Anapa, and Vladivostok), and it also
took over operations of Japan’s Fukuoka Airport
in 2019.

Singapore upon Thames
In a post-Brexit Britain, PM Boris Johnson’s vision of its future is one that is
akin to a European “Singapore of the West” – basically turning Square Mile
(London’s major business and ﬁnancial centre) into a “Singapore upon
Thames”, which is shorthand for Britain becoming a low-tax and lightly
regulated economy that stands out from the over-regulated Eurozone.
Johnson’s proposal of the “Singapore scenario” envisions, among other things,
an ultra-business-friendly environment with low or zero corporation tax,
vestigial welfare provisions, and a signiﬁcant temporary migrant non-citizen
workforce (around 30% of the total workforce).

The “Singapore of Africa”
Mention “Rwanda” and those old enough may remember the 1994
genocide, but fast forward 26 years later, and it’s a country that’s truly made
great leaps in terms of economic growth and infrastructure. Today, many
see Rwanda as a role model that other African countries should follow.
Rwanda’s also dubbed the “Singapore of Africa” and its long-serving
President, Paul Kagame has been drawing parallels between the two
countries for years. He’s cultivated Singaporean expertise in everything
from urban planning to the police, and even replicated the island nation’s
emphasis on cleanliness.

Sino-China Relations
Having seen the success of Singapore, policymakers in other
countries have also adapted Singapore-style public
administration to suit their own needs. One of the ﬁrst
adopters was China – after Deng Xiaoping’s ﬁrst visit to
Singapore in 1978, he “found orderly Singapore an appealing
model for reform” and sent many Chinese ofﬁcials to
Singapore to “learn about city planning, public management,
and controlling corruption.”
Ever since Deng’s visit, the term “Singapore Model” was
coined and adopted in China, and has since undergone huge
changes. This is reﬂected in collaborative industrial projects
based on the “Singapore Model”, such as the Suzhou
Industrial Park, Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city, Sino-Singapore Guangzhou Knowledge City, and Singapore-Sichuan
Hi-Tech Innovation Park. These have helped introduce the
Singapore experience to Chinese soil.

Like Lee Kwan Yew, Kagame laid out a rigid
development strategy for Rwanda based on
trade, ﬁnance, and services, with a strong
emphasis on being business-friendly. Further
emulating the Singapore model, Kagame
has also focused limited resources on
education, health, and information
technology to great success. In addition,
Rwanda’s also successfully curbed
corruption and cultivated the rule of
law, in stark contrast to its neighbours.
In many ways, Kagame is often
compared to LKY, and his adaptation
of the Singapore model could become
even more inﬂuential in the years
ahead for Rwanda.
From Singapore’s development presence in China to the adoption of
Singapore-style public administration around the world, it’s clear that the
prestige of “Brand Singapore” has made an impact around the globe.
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Colour

Me Blind?

the issue of racism
It’s an issue everybody knows exists, and depending on their
race, class, gender, and religion, their experience of racism
varies greatly. In June, MP Ong Ye Kung publicly stated that
“acts of racial insensitivity or micro-aggression against a person
of another race, exist in every society, including Singapore.”

by Yin Loon

Elitism and more

Systemic Racism & xenophobia
Remember the infamous NETS blackface ad that
drew a backlash online for its stereotypical
portrayals of the different races in Singapore? In it,
the actor darkened his fair skin to mimic an Indian
character and a Malay woman. While they did later
apologise, how can an organisation as big as NETS not
realise what they did wrong?
Recently, playwright and former Raffles Institution student
Alfian Sa’at posted his own experience with racism while at RI, together
with a 2016 photo of ex-students posing in blackface to celebrate their
Indian friend’s birthday.
Ask any minority in Singapore and you’ll hear plenty of incidents of racism
– there’s the name calling and the (c)rude jokes. These micro-aggressions often start at school, and when these are pointed out as racist or
insensitive comments, the most common response is: “Why can’t you
take a joke?”
Sadly, it’s so common that people probably don’t realise they’re doing it.
Even Straits Times was guilty of perpetuating racial stereotypes in their
Lifestyle article titled “Home-based learning – a look at three
households” in which we saw a Chinese family seizing the opportunity
to "impart life skills and values", while minority families were relying
on loaned devices and government assistance schemes.
You can always find unabashed racism and xenophobia whenever it
comes to talks about FDWs and construction workers. Trawl through
Facebook posts on these migrant workers, and you’ll find comments
ranging from the insensitive (“I don’t want to have a dormitory in my
neighbourhood”) to outright insults (“they’re so dirty”).
Such casual racism, if allowed to fester, can develop into more
severe acts of violence we are more accustomed to seeing outside of
Singapore. Take the recent case of a 19-year-old Temasek Polytechnic
student who was arrested for posting several alarmingly violent
threats against Muslims on his Instagram account.
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Under the racism umbrella, we also have elitism and
the so-called “Chinese Privilege”, which arguably
starts with SAP schools – colloquially referred to as
“Chinese schools” because they’re catered towards
developing “effectively bilingual (Chinese and English)
students” who are “inculcated with traditional Chinese
values” from primary school age. Boasting heavy funding,
SAP schools are naturally elite institutions desired by both
parents and students, but its admission is exclusive to
Mandarin speakers, and therefore serve to further the
racial divide and Chinese privilege in Singapore.
The privilege doesn’t stop there; simply look at job opening ads and you’ll
find many specifying Chinese candidates, even if the job doesn’t require
speaking or writing in Chinese. Another arena where Chinese candidates
are preferred is in home tuition, where many ads on LearnSeeker (a
platform affiliated with NUS Enterprise) sought Chinese-speaking tutors
for subjects like Physics and English.

How it begins
Arguably, habits like these often start at home – how
many parents mingle regularly with friends of different
ethnicities and backgrounds? How many Chinese parents
only want Chinese tutors for their children? This hardwired
preference often spills over into school, where homogenous
cliques are formed. Of course, it’s only natural to mingle with
people they’re familiar with, but when enough people exercise a
“preference” that disadvantages others unfairly, it becomes
discrimination.
Singapore is often portrayed as a multicultural paradise of
racial harmony, with many policies to safeguard against racism.
However, no policy can control inner thoughts and prejudice that
comes from prolonged exposure to certain racial preferences,
which on their own could be innocuous, but done at scale
become something more.
People need to understand that casual racism can actually harm
and affect others – just because they don’t tell you off doesn’t
mean they’re OK with it. Imagine being targeted for being
different when you travel or study overseas. Casual racism is still
racism, and sure, racism can go both ways, but the effects of
racism don't – because those with more social capital puts them
in positions of power that gives racism a more “legitimate”
veneer. We can do better, and should do better.
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